
Everything you need to know about 
climbing Africa’s highest peak. 
Compiled by Robby Kojetin, 8-time 
Kilimanjaro summiteer and summits 
of Aconcagua, Mount Elbrus, 
Lobuche Peak and Mount Everest.



About the author and this book
I am a motivational speaker, presenter, mountaineer and aspiring 
author with eight summits of Kilimanjaro via the Machame, Rongai, 
Umbwe and Western Breach routes. 
My love for the mountains was given life in 2000 when we first 
summitted Kilimanjaro. Since then I have been priviliged to climb 
and trek in East Africa on Mount Kenya and the Ruwenzori range 
in Uganda as well as expeditions to the Himalayas including 
Lobuche Peak, Mount Everest and Ama Dablam as part of a 
dream to climb the Seven Summits. 
To date I have successfully climbed Aconcagua in Argentina, 
Mount Elbrus in Russia and Mount Kosciusko in Australia, but I 
will always have a special spot for Kilimanjaro and have enjoyed 
leading over 75 people to Uhuru peak, the crown on Africa’s 
beautiful head.
This book is intended to answer the questions every “Kili-hopeful” 
asks  as they prepare for the adventure of a lifetime. This book is 
based on my experience gained on the trail and I wish you all the 
best on your endeavour and Pole-Pole!

thatbucketlistguy.com

Click these icons for addtitional information

http://www.thatbucketlistguy.com
http://www.thatbucketlistguy.com


A little about Kili

First climbed in 1889 by German 
Hans Meyer, Marangu scout Yoanas 
Kinyala Lauwo, and Austrian Ludwig 
Purtscheller, Africa’s highest peak 
now sees approximately 40 000 
people each year. Being a few 
degrees from the Equator, 
it is accessible all 
year round.

The summit, Uhuru peak is the highest point on Africa, 
making this mountain one of the coveted Seven 
Summits. (The highest point on each continent)

Kilimanjaro actually consists of 3 separate volcanoes. Shira (3163m), 
Mawenzi (5149m) and the commonly known as Kilimanjaro, Kibo 

(5895m). The two lower volcanoes are extinct, but Kibo is dormant 
and could erupt again. But don’t pack a helmet, there hasn’t been any 

activity in the last 360 thousand years.



Choosing your route
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There is a lot of information on the internet about the 
various routes to Kilimanjaro’s summit, but the purpose 
of this book is to aid you from the perspective of personal 
experience and not just to repeat what everyone else has 
written already.
For the record, there is no easy path to the top, but some of 
the routes are less challenging than others. Each route has 
its own list of advantages and disadvantages, so the final 
decision is yours, based on what you want from the trip.
I have personally climbed the Western Breach, Machame, 
Rongai and Umbwe routes and have descended via the 
Mweka and Marangu routes, so I have seen most of the 
mountain. I do not have any favourites
and each route offers a unique 
experience, every time.

The Western Breach route (not shown) is 
apparently open, but not many operators are 

willing to use this route due to the risk of rock fall 
leading into the crater rim. Scenic, but tough.

The Marangu route is most popular amongst European 
groups, has hutted camps, has a tough summit day and uses 

the same path for ascent and descent.

The Machame route is most popular route among South 
Africans. It is slightly longer in distance which allows for more 

time to acclimitise. Descends via Mweka route.

The Umbwe route joins the Machame route from 
day 3 onward. The first few days are physically 

tougher with steep ascents through the rain forest.

The Rongai route approaches from the North and is 
less busy. Summit day is quite tough compared 

to the slightly easier days preceding it.



The 5 Main Routes

“The Whiskey Route” 
Approaches from the 
South, then East and 
then North

Most popular route on 
the mountain
6 Days - 7th Optional

Varied scenery

Descends via the 
Mweka route (South)

1100m Ascent on 
summit day

Highlights include the 
Lava Tower, Baranco 
Wall and views of the 
Western Breach
Can be crowded due 
to popularity

Approaches from the 

South and joins the 

Machame route (Day3)

6 Days - 7th Optional

Short, steep and direct

Descends via the 

Mweka route (South)

1100m Ascent on 

summit day

Considered the 

toughest route on Kili

Less crowds - some 

operators don’t offer it

“The Coca-Cola Route” 

approaches from the 

East

Hutted camps. Sleep 6 

and no guarantee of who 

your neighbours might 

be

5 Days - 6th Optional

Ascend and descend via 

the same route

1150m Ascent on 

summit day

Highlights include 

Gilman’s Point and great 

views of the crater

Can be crowded due to 

popularity

Approaches from  South 

East

6 Days - 7th Optional

Descends via the 

Marangu route (West)

1150m Ascent on 

summit day (same as 

the Marangu route)

Less crowds - quieter 

paths

First days are easier, 

with a tough summit 

day from Kibo Huts

Approaches from the 

West and joins the 

Machame route on 2nd 

Day 

Considered most scenic 

route on Kili

6 Days - 7th Optional

Descends via the 

Mweka route (South)

1100m Ascent on 

summit day

Highlights include the 

Lava Tower, Baranco 

Wall, views of the 

Western Breach and 

panorama from the 

Shira Plateau 

Rumours of elephant 

sightings on this route

Machame Umbwe Marangu Rongai Lemosho



On the first day, you will leave your 
hotel after breakfast and head to 
the park gate. Once the permits 
are signed, porters are allocated in 
an orderly chaos and then it’s time 
to start walking. 

Remember that Africa Time applies 
here and so be patient with the 
process if there are any delays in 
the programme.

Most of the days on the mountain 
run to a very similar schedule, 
except for the day you start and 
summit day of course.

A day in the life of a Kili climber

06h30 Wake up, pack up tent, personal ablutions

07H30 Breakfast ready in the mess tent

08H30 Start walking to next camp

09H30 The last of the porters come racing past having broken the previous  
   camp ad are on the way to sort out lunch, then set up the next camp
  
13H00 Lunch stop, or prepared lunch depending on itinerary

16H00 Arrive in camp (Differs from day to day)

18h00 Dinner which usually leads to a game of cards or sitting around   
   chatting before a speedy retreat to the warmth of the tents and   
   sleeping bags.

These times are intended to provide a basic idea of the average day on 
your trek and will differ depending on the guides, weather and team.



One of the most awesome parts of climbing Kilimanjaro is all 
the gear, goodies and gadgets! 
The internet is full of lists to help you get everything you 
need together. Most outdoor stores will also be able to 
assist you.
Here are some tips to help you through the process:
You CANNOT borrow boots or thermal underwear. Ever!

Let the sales staff help you size your clothing properly, 
keeping in mind that some layers will go over others and will 
need to be sized accordingly.

Ask your operator to see the rental gear ahead of time to 
ensure a good fit and good quality stuff. Look after your gear 
properly, read the care instructions and it will serve you well 
for a very long time. 
Life is too short to attempt Kili with bad boots, day bag 
or sleeping bag. You get what you pay for, if something 
seems to good to be true, it probably is! The weather is 
unpredictable at best. You need to be prepared for the worst 
conditions. It is not worth risking exposure on the hopes of 
good weather.

PHONE A FRIEND
If you are climbing Kili on a budget, (like 
most of us) ask your operator which items 
of gear can be rented, otherwise you can 
try beg, borrow and steal from friends who 
may have the items of gear you need.

“NOTHING NEW ON RACE DAY!
Something I learnt from being a triathlete. 
It’s essential that you are familiar with 
EVERY bit of equipment by the time you 
board the plane. From your gaiters to the 
juice powder you’ll be drinking.

Getting Geared Up



http://www.buff.co.za
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sSvRm4CHmvE


Gear: The Basics

OUTER JACKET DOWN JACKETLIGHT & HEAVY 
WEIGHT FLEECES

THERMAL
TOP

WICKING 
SHIRT

THERMAL
BOTTOMS

POLAR FLEECE
TROUSERS

WATERPROOF
TROUSERS

TREKKING
TROUSERS

Different combinations of layers will enable you to be comfortable in any weather conditions, from the 
humidity and rain in the rain forest to the freezing winds on the summit...and everything in between.



What is Layering?

The first layer of synthetic fabrics that help evaporate moisture away 
from your skin keeping you comfortable. T-shirts, long and short sleeve 
as well as thermal underwear make up your base layer.

When the temperature drops, insulating layers will retain body heat 
to keep you warm. Synthetic fleece fabrics are available in various 
thicknesses offering degrees insulation. A down jacket insulates very 
well but is only suitable in colder temperatures.

Your outer layer consists of a windproof and waterproof jacket and 
trousers. Designed to keep the elements out, these layer keeps you dry 
and lets the insulation do its job. Lower down the mountain, your outer 
layer will keep you dry and cool if it’s raining and humid.

Layering is a system of getting the most versatility 
from a limited amount of clothing. Kilimanjaro is unlike 
a lot of mountains where it is necessary for climbers 
to be prepared for heat as well as the cold. The rain 
forest is often hot and humid, but within a few days 
you’ll be crunching through the snow on the way to 
the summit.

Simply put...

Base Layer

Insulation Layer

Outer Layer



Choosing Boots
Make sure you wear your boots in well before your 
trip. Blisters at the start of your trip are a bad idea!
The best boot is the one that fits you. Put the Sales 
Staff to work and try several brands and sizes.
Make sure you wear hiking socks when fitting boots.

Ankle Support
Sturdy boots offer a good balance of 
flexibility and support.

Waterproofing
Your boot MUST be waterproof. 
Membranes in the fabric will keep water 
out while reducing sweat build up inside.

Decent Grip
The sole needs to be slightly rigid with 
prominent lugs (good grip). Vibram soles 
are one of the best around, look for this 
logo.



http://www.salomon.com/za/range/hiking-footwear.html


What to look for in a Day Pack

Several compartments
Easy access to the various items in 

your bag

30 - 40L Capacity
Big enough for your daily needs. 

Water, snacks and some clothing.

Handy pockets for 
sunscreen & snacks

Built in splash cover
A cover will keep your stuff dry 

in a downpour

You’ll be carrying your day pack, 
weighing 6-8kg. The rest of your 
gear goes in a duffel bag carried 
by the porters (12kg).

It’s a good idea to fly to Kilimanjaro with your sleeping 
bag and outer jacket in your hand luggage and to wear 
your trekking pants and boots on the plane. Should your 
luggage go missing, you’ll have the basics with you and 
it’s possible to beg, borrow and steal the rest.

Bladder sleeve for hydration system

Sternum strap for added comfort

You day pack will travel with you every step of the way 
on Kilimanjaro, as well as during your training and is 
also ideal to use as your hand luggage while flying. A 
good quality day pack will last many years if looked 
after well and it is worthwhile spending the money to 
ensure you have a product that is durable, 
suitable for the trip and comfortable to use.



All the other Odds and Ends

Head Torch ESSENTIAL
Hands-free lighting so 
you can dig in your bag 
or see the path to the 
toilet at night. Absolutely 
invaluable on summit 
night.

Gaiters ESSENTIAL
These strap around 
your ankles to keep 
rain, snow and gravel 
out of your boots. 
They also keep the 
mud off the pants 
you’ll be wearing for 
most of the trip!

Ask your operator about gear you may want to rent, which can save some money.

Hydration System GOOD TO HAVE
This bladder makes staying 

hydrated easy. It fits in your day 
pack and is 2 litres of juice 

or water anywhere, anytime!

Remember to use powdered juice to flavour your 
water. The purification tablets taste of chlorine, 
so mix it up and take several different flavours.

Water Purification Tablets  
ESSENTIAL

It’s necessary to purify any water that isn’t 
bottled. Water is boiled by the kitchen team 
but rather safe than puking your brains out.

Sleeping Bag
ESSENTIAL

Once again, when it 
comes to gear - you 

get what you pay for. 
You rent a sleeping 

bag, but if do buy one, 
INVEST in a decent 

down sleeping bag with 
a rating of about -8˚C.



http://www.eigerequipment.co.za/


Altitude sickness or AMS (Acute Mountain Sickness) is 
a serious concern for many climbers and rightfully so.
The bad news is...there is nothing you can do about it.     
But the good news is...there is nothing you can do 
about it. AMS affects some people and it is completely 
random. 
Fat or thin, old or young, smoker or not, AMS can affect 
anyone, usually from above 3500m onward. There is 
no proven way to fend of AMS, but there are things a 
climber  can do in order to give themselves the best 
possible chance.

Altitude Sickness

IMPORTANT!
The author is not a trained doctor and cannot
accept any responsibility for health issues. The 
content provided is a personal opinion and it is 
strongly encouraged that you consult your 
healthcare provider before attempting Kilimanjaro.

Altitude sickness or AMS (Acute 
Mountain Sickness) is a serious concern 
for many climbers and rightfully so.
The bad news is...there is nothing you 
can do about it.     But the good news 
is...there is nothing you can do about 
it. AMS affects some people and it is 
completely random. 
Fat or thin, old or young, smoker or 
not, AMS can affect anyone, usually 
from above 3500m onward. There is no 
proven way to fend of AMS, but there are 
things a climber  can do in order to give 
themselves the best possible chance.



What do I need to know about AMS?

Your guides and assistants are very well prepared for any eventuality. Most groups have emergency 
oxygen and are well trained in altitude first aid.

ASK YOUR OPERATOR ABOUT THEIR FIRST AID STANDARDS WHEN BOOKING YOUR TRIP.

At altitude fluid can accumulate in the lungs, making it difficult 
to breath. It is normal to be short of breath at altitudes higher 
than what we are used to. When it starts to affect your usual 

activities, it is time to take the situation seriously.

Fluid can also accumulate around the brain creating pressure and 
may lead to severe headaches and nausea. Only you know your 

body, so be honest with yourslef and your team if it becomes 
more than the “average headache”. Treat this as serious.

HEADACHE

SHORTNESS 
OF BREATH

ALTITUDE, IF NOT TREATED IS FATAL. THE ONLY CURE IS TO DESCEND.

LETHARGY
LABOURED BREATHING

DIZZINESS, NAUSEA
BLURRED VISION

CONFUSION & 
HALLUCINATION

GURGLING
SOUND IN CHEST

LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS

LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS

Pulmonary Oedema

Cerebral Oedema



What do I need to know about AMS?

Stay well-hydrated. 2-4 litres of water daily

Fuel the machine - eat well at meals and 
snack when necessary.

Buddy up. Find a friend to monitor each other

Be honest. If you feel bad - tell someone

Stay calm and positive, you’re on holiday!

Do SOME research. Know what to expect, but 
don’t read yourself into a corner. See holiday 
point above.

Know your body. Only you can judge a mild 
headache from a debilitating migraine.

If you do get ill, remember the mountain will 
be there to try again. No summit is worth 
risking your health.

I STRONGLY SUGGEST VISITING YOUR HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL WHEN PLANNING YOUR TRIP. ASK AS MANY 
QUESTIONS AS YOU LIKE REGARDING EXISTING CONDITIONS AND INJURIES, DIAMOX AND ANY OTHER ISSUES 
THAT CONCERN YOU.

Altitude can affect anyone regardless of age, 
gender, fitness level or experience.

Smokers do not have an advantage at altitude. 
Nice try!

You CANNOT “bank” altitude. Any training at 
altitude is great preparation but you body loses 
acclimitisation within 72-96 hours.

Diamox DOES NOT prevent altitude sickness. It 
relieves the symptoms by masking them.

If you have suffered from AMS before, it 
DOES NOT mean you will be affected every time.

Inversely, just because you were fine at altitude 
before, doesn’t make you immune to it.

Know the facts



On a trip like this it’s not uncommon to get a little battered by 
the elements, so take a small first aid to take care of the little 
things. Minor ailments like blisters, cuts and grazes, upset 
stomaches and headaches should be taken care of quickly to 
ensure the best experience.
SHOULD YOUR CONDITION PERSIST OR WORSEN, MAKE 
SURE YOU INFORM YOUR GUIDES.
Here’s list of things I always take with me from Kilimanjaro to 
a weekend bike ride.

Looking after Numero Uno

On a trip like this it’s not uncommon to get a little battered 
by the elements, so take a small first aid to take care of the 
little things. Minor ailments like blisters, cuts and grazes, 
upset stomaches and headaches should be taken care of 
quickly to ensure the best experience.
Should your condition persist or worsen, make sure you 
inform your guides.
Here’s list of things I always take with me from Kilimanjaro to 
a weekend bike ride.

• Headache tablets

• Anti-inflammatory cream and tablets

• Valoid - anti-nausea (suppositories work well)

• Betaparamide - anti-diarrhea

• Plasters for scratches, blisters etc.

• Strapping / plaster tape

• Tweezers, scissors, multi-tool

• Water Purification Tablets (1 per litre)

• Rehydrate / electrolyte replacement powder

• Antacid tablets

• Mosquito repellent

• Diamox - have it just in case

IT’S YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO INFORM YOUR 
OPERATOR AND YOUR GUIDES OF ANY EXISTING 
MEDICAL CONDITIONS OR ALLERGIES YOU MAY HAVE.

Personal First Aid



Getting into shape

...the fitter you are, the more 
you’ll enjoy your climb

Emulation is the best 
preparation. A fancy 

expression that basically says, 
the best way to train for a 

walk up a hill with a bag on 
your back, is to walk up a hill 

with a bag on your back.

One of the most important questions that needs to be asked 
is “How fit do i need to be to climb Kilimanjaro?”
Let me mention up front that I am not a qualified personal 
trainer either, so my advice is given from a personal 
perspective. 
That being said, you don’t need to be Superman or Kilian 
Jornet (Google this guy if you want to see a high-altitude 
machine!) but...

- Visit your healthcare professional just make sure you’re in 
good shape. You don’t need a fancy heart rate measuring 
watch, but they are helpful and a lot of fun. See Gear 
Addiction ;-)
- Start off slowly and build up your training over the weeks 
leading up to your trip.
- Train with exercises and activities that you enjoy. If training 
is enjoyable, you’re more likely to stick to it.

- You will be carrying around 6 - 8kg in your day pack, so 
train with a similar weight and never run with weight on your 
back
- There are thousands of training programmes on the 
internet. Choose one that looks good and go for it. If in 
doubt, speak to a personal fitness professional.
- Remember, there is no race to the top, it’s about rhythm, 
pacing yourself and NOT GIVING UP. 80% of your training is 
going to be from the neck up. Be positive and enthusiastic 
about this, you’re off to summit the Crown of Africa!



NUTRITION - Fuel the Machine

It is however your responsibility to take your own 
snacks and energy supplements along with you. I 
recommend buying it in your home country as you may 
not have time to stock up before your climb begins.
Take snack foods that you enjoy. At altitude, appetite 
does decrease and packing foods you like will make it 
easier to get the energy you need.
SOUTH AFRICANS: Biltong is allowed! Just vacuum 
pack it in several small pouches. 
I use high-calorie energy gels on summit night for a bit 
of energy, but you must take these with water. I also 
carry one or two in case someone is having a bit of a 
sugar low.

While on the mountain, every meal will be taken care of. 
I have always been amazed by what the various cooks 
and porters are able to whip up considering the facilities 
available to them...and in the middle of deepest and 
darkest Africa.
Breakfasts usually consist of porridge or oats and 
followed by toast and various condiments and sometimes 
eggs or omelettes. 
Lunch will usually be served along the path, but on the 
days where it is not possible, you will be given a lunch 
pack with fruit, sandwiches and pieces of chicken. This 
will vary for team to team.
Dinner will most probably start with trays of freshly made 
popcorn and warm roasted peanuts and is followed with 
a soup, ranging from chicken to garlic. Meals are fairly 
basic but always plentiful and well served. I have enjoyed 
everything from spaghetti Bolognese, flapjacks, crumbed 
chicken, pasta dishes, basmati rice to name a few.

It’s YOUR responsibility
to inform your operator

and guides of any 
dietary needs or allergies 

in advance.



http://www.llamabar.co.za


HYDRATION - Getting juiced

I am often guilty of not drinking enough fluids during the 
day, but it needs to be said that being well hydrated is 
as simple as it is important. 
STAYING PROPERLY HYDRATED WILL NOT PREVENT 
ALTITUDE SICKNESS, BUT A WELL HYDRATED 
PERSON FUNCTIONS BETTER. GIVE YOURSELF THE 
BEST CHANCE.

With altitude and cold, we lose moisture in every breath 
exhaled and coupled with the exertion of hiking for 6-8 
hours a day, it is very easy to become dehydrated. 
Dehydration causes headaches, constipation and a 
number of ailments you don’t worry about on your trip.

Always use purification tablets to avoid stomach 
ailments. They are relatively cheap and you need one 
tablet per litre. Alternatively you can purchase a UV pen 
which works just as well. Your water is fetched from 
mountain streams and is boiled for safe consumption, but 
purify it just in case.
Make drinking a habit, sipping constantly at rest breaks, 
when taken photos, when you’re thirsty and even when 
you aren’t.
A hydration system makes drinking convenient. The hose 
clips to your shoulder strap and is easier than digging for 
a water bottle regularly.
Take a variety of powdered juice flavours with you. The 
purifications tablets have an after taste, so make your 
water more enticing.
Use bottles with insulating covers to stop freezing on 
summit night. On summit night, place your water bottles 
upside-down. Water freezes from the top down.

Monitor the colour of your urine. Yellow 
urine means you need to drink more and 
clear urine is a good sign that you’re well 
hydrated.



Your chance to shine
“Summit day” is the climax of your expedition to Kilimanjaro. This 
is the reason you came and with a little common sense and a lot of 
“Vasbyt” you stand a great chance of standing on top of the Roof of 
Africa, Uhuru Peak.
But in fact your summit attempt begins with the first step on to the 
plane. Your physical and mental preparation, as well as the time, 
money and emotion spent will all culminate on this day. 
Summit night can be intimidating and sometimes downright nerve 
wracking, so this section will help you prepare your kit, your self and 
help you enjoy your conquest!

It’s always coldest 
before the dawn. 

And coldest.

  You will most probably 
be  leaving camp around midnight. 
You will definitely need a good 

head torch and make sure your 
batteries will last you to 

sunrise.



http://www.eigerequipment.co.za/


Successful Summit Check List

Please note this is my personal ritual / routine that I use. I’m 
not prescribing that you follow this verbatim, but by going 
through everything in a logical order, your confidence will be 
boosted, knowing your have ticked all the boxes.
From the time you arrive at your high camp, the last camp from 
where you will leave for the summit, it’s a good idea to focus 
on keeping your nerves at bay. Unnecessary anxiety will affect 
your memory, your appetite and your sleep.
As you arrive into camp, take some time to relax from the day’s 
walk. Have something to eat and drink and when you feel 
ready, it’s time to start your preparation.
Inside the tent I start by laying my sleeping bag out and sitting 
on it, mainly because it’s comfortable and warm. Then lay out 
the clothing your will be wearing. If you have thermal under-
wear that you saved for your summit push, I usually have a 
wash and put that on. I then lay my clothing next to my bed so 
I can ensure it’s all there and it will be close by when it’s time 
to get dressed.

Remember from the Layering Chapter, that you will be wearing 
several layers as this is the coldest time on the trip.
I like to visualise myself and starting at the feet move up, 
checking each item off as I go up. Start with socks and finish 
with your beanie or Buff.

Once my clothing, socks and extras, like my beanie and gloves 
are laid out, I start with my nutrition and water bottles. I use 
energy gels on summit night, as well as a few snacks to ensure 
I am well fueled, all the way up and down.

Then I pack my camera gear and any other personal items for 
the summit photo like banners and my trusty friend Spudd. 
He is a teddy my mom made for me before my first summit in 
2000. He’s been on every summit with me from Kili to Everest 
and beyond.

After that I start back at the beginning and reenact getting 
dressed in my head, checking it’s all there. As I double check 
the things I want with me on the walk, I place it in my pack, 
remembering to keep things like nutrition and fluids in easy-to-
reach places.

Once that’s all “in the bag” I put my gaiters and trekking poles 
at the entrance of the tent. Now I can focus on the important 
stuff...like dinner and then sleep.



In the Bag
On your ascent, your bag will be relatively 
empty apart from your camera, some snacks, 
sunscreen and water because you’ll probably be 
wearing everything else.

After summiting, snapping that Million-Dollar 
photograph, have a bite to eat and something 
to drink before heading down. REMEMBER to 
strip layers off as the day heats up and your get 
warmer from descending quickly.

-Apply sunscreen before leaving the tent. You will 
be starting in the dark, so it is an important thing 
to remember.
-Make sure you have sunglasses packed for after 
sunrise.
-It’s important to eat and drink on the way up, 
regardless how much of an effort it may seem.
-Keep your camera cold and the batteries warm. 
-Do not place your camera in your jacket, it will 
condense when exposed to cold air.

Walk fast enough 
to stay warm, but 
slow enough not 

to sweat.



Download this fun poster for your office wall.

http://www.thatbucketlistguy.com/#!contact/c16fm


10 Things to Think About

TRAVEL INSURANCE
Travel insurance is like toilet paper. You don’t think 
you’ll need it. Until you NEED it. Your Operator or travel 
agent will be able to assist you.

YELLOW FEVER VACCINATIONS
It is compulsory for anyone traveling to East Africa, you 
are required to have it done 10 days before departure. 
TAKE THE CERTIFICATE WITH YOU!

EXTRA DAYS FOR ACCLIMITISATION
Most itineraries cater for an additional day to aid 
climbers to acclimate. If you are joining an existing 
group, find out their planned schedule.

OTHER VACCINATIONS
The travel clinics offer a number of other 
vaccinations for hepatitis and other diseases. They 
are not compulsory, but it is your choice to get them.

SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS
You won’t have any luck ordering the Duck Le ‘range, 
but your operator can cater for Halaal, Kosher or any 
specific needs if notified in advance.

PASSPORT AND VISA
Ensure your passport is valid for 6 months after your 
planned return date (International travel policy) and you 
can get your Visa on arrival for $50 (US)

EXISTING MEDICAL CONDITIONS
Discuss these with your doctor and please inform your 
guides of any existing conditions and be sure to pack 
your chronic medication!

FOREX
The official language in Tanzania is Swahili, the second 
official language is the US Dollar. Take small notes to 
pay for visa, porter tips, curios and drinks.

SINGLE PERSON SUPPLEMENTS
If you are a loner and don’t won’t to share a tent with 
someone else, it is possible to arrange. Enquire with 
your operator about the additional cost.

TIPPING
It is an African custom to tip on the final day of your 
climb. The porters and staff do get a salary, but rely on 
tips. Plan on $150 - $200 in cash.



Some goodies before you go

Incredible Star  Trail Video of Kili Google 360˚ Summit Panorama More cool stuff, photos, blog etc

https://vimeo.com/77752137
https://www.google.com/maps/views/view/streetview/the-worlds-highest-peaks/kilimanjaro-uhuru/MXClB4d78t6qwBZDSAibPg?gl=us&heading=83&pitch=86&fovy=75
http://www.thatbucketlistguy.com/#!shots-from-earth/c1aze


The Mountains are Calling!

So there you have it! 
I want to wish you all the best as you 

embark on a journey that will prove to be 
more than a holiday, but an experience 

you will remember for years to come. 

I hope I have answered some of your 
questions and provided you with 
information that will enrich your 

adventure to a very special place. 
All that’s left to do is pack your bags 

and board the plane.

I wish you a good journey and most 
importantly, a safe return!

My wife Tracey and I on Uhuru’s summit. August 2012.

...and you should go!



List it. Live it.
“Forget the chicken soup, this guy is 

like RedBull for the Soul!”

Robby’s  presentation The Bucket List Effect focuses on getting 
people back in touch with the things that make them TICK, because 
people are happiest, healthiest and more productive doing the things 
that matter to them.

Your Bucket List is a tool to bring you closer to the things that 
make you happy, it refuels motivation, provides clear direction and 
manages the various aspects of your life.

This energising keynote is ideal for teams and groups that are:
 - Defining and setting objectives that matter
 - Needing to get the whole team on board (for real)
 - In need of motivation that lasts longer than the snack table
 - Trying to manage a balanced lifestyle
 - Lacking energy and dwindling happiness levels

Contact Robby today to discuss the needs 
of your next event.

http://http://www.thatbucketlistguy.com/#!about/c10fk
http://www.thatbucketlistguy.com/#!about/c10fk

